VMware Horizon
on Azure
Implementation, Adoption & Training

With Cambay’s Professional Services, simplify the delivery of virtual desktops and
business applications using VMware Horizon on Azure. Horizon on Azure can save
time by getting up and running with an easy deployment process, simplified
management, and an architecture built for the cloud.
Cambay Professional Services delivers feature-rich virtual desktops and
applications using a purpose-built cloud platform that is scalable across multiple
deployment options, including fully managed infrastructure from VMware and
public cloud infrastructure from Microsoft Azure. The service supports a cloudscale architecture that makes it easy to deliver virtualized Windows desktops and
applications to any device, anytime. And, with a flexible subscription model,
organizations can easily get up and running and scale quickly with flexible and

Cambay Advantage
Certified VMware Solution Advisor,
VMware Solution Provider, and a
competent Microsoft Gold Partner.
.Helping enterprises leverage the
power of VMware Horizon Virtual
Apps and Desktops, Microsoft
Windows Virtual Desktops, & Azure.
Certified Professionals

consumption-based pricing down to the minute.

Cambay Approach
Quick Assessment and
Planning
Type and number of licenses
needed to be purchased.
Sizing cloud infrastructure
(compute, network, storage) for
virtual app and desktop solution
Defining user persona based on
the type of users.
Sizing of components based on
the number of users and type of
applications to be published.

Deploy Cloud EUC
Infrastructure

Duration & Cost
Design Cloud EUC
Infrastructure
Design Azure infrastructure for
the deployment of VMware
Horizon.
hybrid and backend
Design cloud virtual app and
desktop infrastructure to deliver

UAT and User
Onboarding

Deploying and configuring virtual

and finetuning infrastructure.

app and desktop solution

Onboarding users to virtual

Creating master images based on

desktop and apps solution.

Configuring reporting & monitoring

T: +1 832 699 1443

both internal and external users.

Working on UAT observations

policies for end-users

E: sales@cambaycs.com

published apps and desktops to

Performing extensive UAT.

Configuring security and access

Cambay Consulting

infrastructure connectivity.

VMware Horizon Control Plane.

pools & farms as per requirement.

Let's talk

Design network connectivity for

Deploying backend infra: Azure &

defined user persona & deploying

$35,000 for 10 weeks
engagement

Monitoring and
Stabilization
Integration of monitoring tools
with VMware Horizon on Azure
Configuration of monitoring
policies
Creation of reporting dashboard
Creation of runbook
Best practices implementation.
Handover

